1993 Spaceport News Summary
There were two headers used in 1993, the first one above was used for one issue and
the next one down was used for the rest of the year, which incorporates KSC’s vision.
More information about the Vision, is in the January 29, 1993, Spaceport News.

Introduction
The first issue of the Spaceport News was December 13, 1962. The 1963, 1964 and
1965 Spaceport News were issued weekly. The Spaceport News was issued every two
weeks, starting July 7, 1966, until the last issue on February 24, 2014. Spaceport
Magazine, a monthly issue, superseded the Spaceport News in April 2014, until the final
issue, Jan./Feb. 2020. The two 1962 Spaceport News issues and the issues from 1996
until the final Spaceport Magazine issue, are available for viewing at this website. The
Spaceport News issues from 1963 through 1995 are currently not available online.
In this Summary, black font is original Spaceport News text, blue font is something I
added or someone else/some other source provided and purple font is a hot link.
All links were working at the time I completed this Spaceport News Summary.
The Spaceport News writer is acknowledged, if so noted in the Spaceport News article.

First, I forgot to include the July 31, 1992, Spaceport News issue in the 1992 Summary
so the directly below will take care of that.
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From the July 31, 1992, Spaceport News Summary
From pages 1 and 5, “Project engineers prepare Atlantis for launch”, by Lisa
Malone. In part, the article reads “One of the essential cogs driving the massive wheel
to ready the orbiter Atlantis for today's planned liftoff, the 49th Space Shuttle launch, is
the NASA Shuttle project engineering team… More than a dozen top engineers who
have had previous experience as orbiter systems engineers are divided into teams to
support each orbiter. Ed Mango, Atlantis' project engineering team leader, is temporarily
assigned to contract activities. Acting as team leader in the interim is Jon Cowart.
Engineers Jack Fox and Joe Grinarml round out this technical team…
"Launch countdowns are our busiest time. We have to staff the firing room 24 hours a
day," Cowart said. "We essentially manage the countdown constraints list during the
countdown”… Known as Orbiter Project Engineers, or OPE, in the firing room, they act
as senior NASA engineering representatives. When not in a countdown, the team
provides technical leadership in the firing room during tests… During the mission, the
engineers are responsible for daily telecons in which the in-flight anomalies are
discussed. Troubleshooting, repair scenarios and previous failures also are discussed…
Outside of the firing room, the project engineers track all problem reports and issues
with the vehicle on a daily basis and collect information for presentation at the major
Shuttle reviews, including the Launch Readiness Review and the Flight Readiness
Review…”.

“ATLANTIS' FOUR NASA PROJECT ENGINEERS had a hand in getting the vehicle ready for
today's planned launch of mission STS-46. From the Orbiter Processing Facility to the Vehicle
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Assembly Building to the launch pad, this technical team follows the vehicle's processing flow.
Standing at the 265-foot level of Pad 39B's Fixed Service Structure are Jon Cowart, bottom
right; back row, from left, are Ed Mango, Jack Fox and Joe Grinarml. Atlantis is concealed by
the Rotating Service Structure, but the external tank and left-hand solid rocket booster are
exposed…”.

On page 2, “KSC hosts Honoree event, STS-49 crew visits with employees”. Part
of the article reads “Kennedy Space Center hosted a Manned Flight Awareness event
for about 250 Honorees and their guests from across the country June 23-25. Fifty KSC
employees were among those honored. During the three-day event, they watched the
STS-50 launch June 25 from the Banana Creek viewing site and attended various
activities, including a reception held in their honor at Spaceport USA. At the reception,
they visited with astronauts and top NASA and industry officials. They also toured the
space center and watched a special showing of the IMAX movie, The Dream is Alive, at
Spaceport USA…
Also in June, the STS-49 crew returned to KSC to express appreciation to employees
for contributing to the successful mission which launched Endeavour May 7 on its
maiden voyage. On June 29, crew members played their mission film in the Training
Auditorium and the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) Bay 1 break room. The mission
film showed the astronauts capturing and redeploying the nearly 4.5-ton INTELSAT VI
communications satellite.
Later that day, they met with the STS-49 Payload Test Team in the Operations and
Checkout Building and visited other sites, including the Vehicle Assembly Building and
the OPF Bay 3. While here, crew members visited with more than 1,250 KSC
employees.”

“STS-49 ASTRONAUTS give their autographs to Kennedy Space Center employees after
showing their mission film in the Training Auditorium June 29.”
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On pages 3 and 6, “Team inspects Space Shuttle after cryogenic fuel loading”, by
Mitch Varnes. A portion of the article reads “Any aviator will attest to the importance of
a final walkaround before climbing aboard an airship and taking to the sky. For most
pilots, this task is as easy as a good visual inspection, a kick of the tires or maybe a tug
on a wing or two. For space-faring astronauts, the job is next to impossible… That job is
left to a cadre of NASA and contractor engineers better known as the "Ice Team."…
The most critical and visible portion of the ice team's duties begins in the final hours
preceding a Shuttle liftoff, after the external tank has been loaded with nearly a halfmillion gallons of cryogenic propellants. Besides searching the vehicle's entire exterior
for obvious anomalies-loose or dinged tiles, odd noises or smells, and the like - the ice
team pays particularly close attention to ice buildups caused by the loading of the
super-cold liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen…
KSC engineer Greg Katnik is a seasoned ice team member and a veteran of more than
three dozen pre-launch inspections. As the leader of the eight member squad, Katnik is
responsible for not only knowing all data available on the physical condition of the
Shuttle, but also for the training and well-being of his crew… Outfitted with binoculars,
cameras, infrared thermal imaging detectors, emergency breathing packs and two-way
radios, the ice team is well-equipped to inspect the spaceship…
Using his radio to stay in regular contact with the NASA Test Director in the Launch
Control Center, Katnik keeps the launch team informed of the ice team's findings some
three miles away at the launch pad. "Inspecting for ice and debris is, of course,
important, but it's their can-do attitude that makes the team even more valuable," said
NASA Test Director Mike Leinbach…”.

“Perched on the 255-foot level of the launch tower, the STS-50 ice inspection team carefully
scrutinizes the upper half of Columbia and the external tank during the final prelaunch
inspection. Far left is KSC safety representative Ruth Lovelace. Inspection team members are,
front row, from left, Zack Byrns, Steve Copsey and Scott Higginbotham; back row, Greg Katnik,
Bob Speece and Randy Seale.”
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On page 6, “Enlightening exchange”.

“SIX NASA EMPLOYEES participated In the sixth session of the Center Director's Recognition
and Information Exchange Program, also called the CD Roundtable, July 7 in the center
director's office. Front row, from left, Pamela Zeitler, Shuttle Management and Operations
Directorate; Joanne Wilson, Equal Opportunity Program Office; Vanessa K. Stromer, Shuttle
Management and Operations Directorate; and Center Director Bob Crippen. Back row, Thomas
E. Drake, Engineering Development Directorate; Roystan J. King Jr., Safety, Reliability and
Quality Assurance Directorate; Robert A. Mott, Center Support Operations Directorate; and
Deputy Director Gene Thomas. Participants are selected by their directorates and spend about
one hour with the center director and deputy director exchanging Information regarding current
center activities and plans.”

Now, on to the 1993 Summary.
From The January 15, 1993, Spaceport News
On page 1, “STS-54 highlighted by satellite deployment and space walks”. In part,
the article states “At press time, the Space Shuttle Endeavour and five astronauts were
in the final stages of preparing for the launch of STS-54, NASA's first space mission of
1993. Lift-off of Endeavour on the six-day flight was scheduled to occur at 8:52 a.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 13…
Two of Endeavour's astronauts are scheduled to venture into the orbiter's payload bay
on flight day five to perform the first in a series of test space walks to be conducted in
the years leading to the construction of Space Station Freedom, scheduled to begin in
early 1996. The prime payload of STS-54 is the fifth in a series of Tracking and Data
Relay Satellites (TDRS) used to support the Space Shuttle during a mission…
Given an on-time launch on Jan. 13, Endeavour will return to KSC at 8:24 a.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 19.”
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“STS-54 CREW members talked to reporters Jan. 10 at the KSC Shuttle Landing Facility after
arriving here for their mission that was set to launch earlier this week.” From left to right, Susan
Helms, Greg Harbaugh, Commander John Casper, Pilot Don McMonagle, and Mario Runco.

The crew patch, on the left below, was included in the article. The color version on the
right is from Wikipedia.

From Wikipedia, “Designed by the crewmembers, the STS-54 crew patch depicts the
American bald eagle soaring above Earth and is emblematic of the Space Shuttle
Endeavour in service to the United States and the world. The eagle is clutching an
eight-pointed star in its talons and is placing this larger star among a constellation of
four others, representing the placement of the fifth Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
(TDRS) into orbit to join the four already in service. The blackness of space -- with stars
conspicuously absent -- represents the crew's other primary mission in carrying the
Diffuse X-ray Spectrometer to orbit to conduct astronomical observations of invisible xPage 6

ray sources within the Milky Way Galaxy. The depiction of Earth showing North America
is an expression of the crewmembers and NASA's intention that the medical and
scientific experiments conducted onboard be for the benefit of mankind. The clouds and
blue of Earth represent the crew's part in NASA's Mission to Planet Earth in conducting
Earth observation photography.”
On page 2, “Rocketdyne shop receives award”.

“SPACE SHUTILE MAIN ENGINE (SSME) SHOP workers listen to NASA Quality Assurance
Director Ernie Reyes as he presents an award to them for preventing foreign object debris
(FOO) in their area. From left, Larry Connell, Rocketdyne SSME Launch Operations Director;
Reyes; and Joe Huyzk and Don Ewers of Rocketdyne. This was the third quarterly FOD award
presented by the Quality Assurance Directorate. The award is presented to a new recipient at
the end of each quarter to promote awareness of FOD in work areas.” This photo was taken
when the SSME shop was in the VAB.

On page 3, “Canister Rotation Facility improves Space Shuttle payload
processing”. A portion of the article reads “One of last year's finales at KSC included
the opening of the Canister Rotation Facility on Dec.16. The new building is designed to
provide space for lifting and orienting the payload canisters in either a horizontal or
vertical position. The canisters are shaped like the Shuttle's payload bay. These
operations, previously conducted in the Vehicle Assembly Building, were often
constrained by Shuttle and solid rocket booster activities. The new 7,200 square-foot
facility features a 100-ton bridge crane, support stands and access platforms.
The Canister Rotation Facility is now the Launch Abort System Facility (LASF), M70777, used to support Orion. The aerial on the next page, is from Google Maps, 3D,
looking west, with the LASF on the right and a solar farm on the left.
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On page 8, “Retrieval ships exhibit NASA emblem“.

“ABOARD NASA'S SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER recovery ship, the Freedom Star,
Thiokol retrieval technician/diver Scott Morgan attaches a brightly painted NASA
"meatball" emblem to the smoke stack. Thiokol seaman/diver Harold Moore, top left,
and seaman Melvin Mudrak, top right, secure the insignia to the ship. The port and
starboard sides of both ships now bear the famous agency meatball emblems to
commemorate NASA's recent purchase of the two ships. Previously under a lease
arrangement, the recent purchase has resulted in a substantial cost savings to NASA.
EG&G fabricated four aluminum meatball emblems for the ships.”
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From The January 29, 1993, Spaceport News
On pages 1 and 4, “First Shuttle mission of '93 sets the pace”, by Bruce
Buckingham.. Part of the article reads “Kennedy Space Center wasted little time in
chalking up the year's first successful Shuttle flight as Endeavour on mission STS-54
rocketed off Launch Pad 39B at 8:59 a.m. on Jan. 13 and returned to KSC, landing at
8:38 a.m. on Jan. 19. During the six days Endeavour's five astronauts spent in orbit,
they deployed NASA's fifth Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS-F) which was later
propelled into its proper orbit by the attached Inertial Upper Stage booster…
Mission STS-54 was the first of eight missions scheduled to fly this year. The flawless
landing at the Shuttle Landing Facility marked the 14th time the orbiter has touched
down at its home base.”

“ON RUNWAY 33 of KSC's Shuttle Landing Facility, Lockheed engineer Marc Jaime (left)
catches a glimpse of STS-54 commander John Casper and pilot Donald McMonagle standing
next to the spaceship that had just brought them back to Earth on Jan. 19. Jaime and other
employees examining the vehicle are members of the Orbiter Recovery Convoy team which
safes the orbiter after landing, helps the flight crew egress the vehicle and prepares it for towing
to the Orbiter Processing Facility.”

Also on page 1, “Employees define KSC's vision”. In part, the article states “KSC’s
new vision statement underscores the center’s unique capabilities, appears in the
Spaceport News masthead and will be proudly displayed in various areas on center.
The new statement that defines KSC’s vision, mission and values was unveiled last
month to Center Director Robert Crippen and senior staff.
I’m happy we have a ‘shared vision’ statement that clearly represents the center. I thank
all vision team members and employees who contributed to its creation,” said Crippen,
who has the statement displayed at the entrance of his office. Employees contributed to
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the “shared vision” statement by attending meetings and responding to
questionnaires… The center’s mission and values will soon be finalized to form the
framework for KSC’s strategic plan.”

From The February 12, 1993, Spaceport News
On pages 1 and 8, “Columbia prepared to fly 2nd German spacelab mission” by
Bruce Buckingham. In part, the article reads “Operations at Kennedy Space Center
are well under way to prepare NASA's most venerable Space Shuttle, Columbia, for its
14th launch later next month. With its primary payload, the German D-2 Spacelab,
neatly tucked away in the payload bay, Columbia was rolled over to the Vehicle
Assembly Building Feb. 2 and mated with the external tank and twin solid rocket
boosters. On Feb. 7, the Shuttle was rolled out to Pad 39A and final preparations began
to launch the space plane on the 10-day STS-55 mission…”.

“GERMAN SCIENTISTS and staff watch Space Shuttle Columbia as it rolls to Launch Pad 39A
Feb. 7. Columbia, targeted for launch in March, will carry the German D-2 Spacelab laboratory
module on mission STS-55.”
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From page 3, “Space Shuttle crews visit with employees”.

Part of the article reads “Crew members for STS-53 and STS-47 returned to Kennedy
Space Center last month to thank employees for contributing to these successful
missions. On Jan. 8, the STS-53 crew visited with some 100 people in the Orbiter
Processing Facility Bay 2, 75 NASA and Shuttle Processing Contract employees in the
launch Control Center and 100 USBI Co. workers in the Assembly and Refurbishment
Facility. Crew members also showed their mission film to about 130 employees in the
Training Auditorium. The STS-47 crew returned to KSC Jan. 29 and visited with some
567 employees in nine locations, including Launch Pad 39B, before showing the
mission film to some 300 employees in the Training Auditorium…”.

STS-47 CREW members Robert "Hoot" Gibson, Mark Lee, Curt Brown and Jay Apt autograph
“photos for Kennedy Space Center employees after they gave a presentation in the Training
Auditorium Jan. 29. “

On page 4, “Lang: 'take advantage of the opportunities that are available here'”. A
portion of the article reads “The following is an interview with John R. "Bob" Lang,
KSC's director of Vehicle Engineering for the Shuttle Management and Operations
Directorate. Lang began his career at KSC in 1967 as an environmental control systems
engineer for the Apollo spacecraft. He has since held several key management
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positions relevant to Space Shuttle operations at KSC. Prior to assuming his current
position, Lang was KSC's director of Safety and Reliability…
What are the greatest day-to-day challenges of your job? That's a tough one
because I have to deal with technical and management challenges. Whether it's
payload bay doors that won't latch properly or other hardware issues, the technical
challenges happen every day. They're the really fun challenges and the reason that I
went into engineering… Management challenges are fun too, but in a different way.
Probably my greatest challenge as a manager is continuing to do things more efficiently
with fewer resources while still maintaining safety, quality and productivity.
To what do you attribute the success of your career? I think my upbringing had a
lot to do with the way I've directed my career. I came from a family where things didn't
come easily, and I learned at an early age that you have to go out and work for what
you want. Early in my career at KSC, I was fortunate enough to be assigned to some
really quality people who served as good examples to follow…
What advice do you give to the up-and-coming engineers? Generally, I think it's
important that engineers constantly pay attention to detail and that they don't walk away
from a problem without absolutely understanding it. Engineers at KSC are fortunate in
that they can pretty much write their own ticket. There are so many different areas and
fields of work here that a person can get a broad understanding of all types of
engineering. My perspective increased and my career was certainly enhanced when I
left operations and went to work in the safety and reliability office...
What are the most memorable moments of your career? There have been many
memorable moments, but probably one of the most rewarding for me came during the
near disaster of Apollo 13. I was involved in environmental control systems then, and
our lunar module served as the lifeboat for the three astronauts. That gave me a lot of
personal satisfaction, but I'm equally proud to be a part of the Shuttle team…”.

“JOHN R. "BOB" LANG is the director of Vehicle Engineering for the Shuttle Management and
Operations Directorate at Kennedy Space Center.”
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On page 7, “Exchanging information”.

“SEVERAL EMPLOYEES MET with Center Director Robert Crippen Jan. 28. They were
participating in the Center Director's Recognition and Information Exchange Program, also
called the CD Round Table. Standing, from left, Deputy Director Gene Thomas, employees
Michael H. Haddock, Beth A. Cerrato and Jody H. Fluhr. Sitting, executive intern Rita Willcoxon,
employee Mark E. Terseck, Crippen and employees Lori N. Jones and Michele L. Whittaker.”

On page 8, “Into the wild blue yonder”.

“NASA RESEARCH PILOT and former astronaut Gordon Fullerton is at the controls of a NASA
B-52 aircraft carrying the Pegasus unmanned launch vehicle under its wing. After departing
KSC's Shuttle Landing Facility at 8:17 a.m. Feb. 9, Fullerton flew the B-52 some 80 miles off the
Florida coast and to an altitude of about 43,000 feet. The Pegasus was released from the
aircraft at 9:30 a.m., and minutes later successfully lofted into orbit an environmental monitoring
satellite for the nation of Brazil. Orbital Sciences Corp. developed the Pegasus.”
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The following is from Wikipedia about NASA’s B52B aircraft: “NASA's B-52B launch
aircraft, operated by the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, participated in some of
the most significant projects in aerospace history. At retirement, the air launch and
research aircraft held the distinction of being NASA's oldest aircraft, as well as being the
oldest B-52 on flying status. At the same time, it had the lowest number of flying hours
(2443.8) of any B-52 in operation, having been used exclusively in the role it continued
to perform so reliably for nearly 50 years.
The B-52B, registration number 52-0008 (NASA tail number 008), rolled out of Boeing's
Seattle plant as an RB-52B, and first flew on June 11, 1955. The aircraft was the 10th
B-52 to come off the Boeing assembly line and was a U.S. Air Force test aircraft before
it was assigned to support the X-15 research aircraft program at Dryden…
Having participated in some of the most significant projects in aerospace history, NASA
008 was formally retired on Dec. 17, 2004 in a joint NASA and U.S. Air Force ceremony
and returned to the Air Force. It is now on permanent public display near the north gate
of Edwards Air Force Base….”, see below photo.
This Wikipedia site also has information about NASA’s B-52 aircraft.
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From The February 26, 1993, Spaceport News
From page 1, “Crew completes rehearsal”.

“THE STS-55 CREW POSED for a group portrait near Space Shuttle Columbia at Launch Pad
39A on Feb. 12. Standing, from left, are. mission specialist Charles Precourt, pilot Tom
Henricks, payload specialists Ulrich Walter, mission commander Steve Nagel and mission
specialist Bernard Harris. Kneeling are payload specialist Hans Schlegel and payload
commander Jerry Ross. The crew was at KSC for the Terminal Countdown Demonstration Test,
a dress rehearsal for the launch which is targeted for mid-March. The nine-day flight will feature
nearly 100 experiments on the second German-sponsored spacelab mission.”

The black and white version of the STS-55 crew patch below is in the Spaceport News
article and the color version is from Wikipedia.
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From Wikipedia, “the official insignia of the STS-55 mission displays the Space Shuttle
Columbia over an Earth-sky background. Depicted beneath the orbiter are the American
and German flags flying together, representing the partnership of this laboratory
mission. The two blue stars in the border bearing the crewmembers' names signify each
of the backup (alternate) payload specialists -- Gerhard Thiele and Renate Brummer.
The stars in the sky stand for each of the children of the crewmembers in symbolic
representation of the space program's legacy to future generations. The rainbow
symbolizes the hope for a brighter tomorrow because of the knowledge and
technologies gained from this mission's multifaceted experiments. Each crewmember
contributed to the design of the insignia.”
On pages 1 and 4, “Construction progresses on a new facility for Space Station
Freedom”. In part, the article reads “The last beam was hoisted atop the Payload Spin
Test Facility-Replacement (PSTF-R) Feb. 11 in the KSC Industrial Area. Construction
began last summer and is expected to be completed in December. Propulsion module
assemblies that will enable Space Station Freedom to maintain its orbit and attitude will
be processed inside the PSTF-R… The building, also called the Hazardous Processing
Facility (HPF), will feature an 8,100 square foot high bay with environmental controlled
atmosphere.

“EMPLOYEES WATCH the last beam being hoisted atop the Payload Spin Test Facility
Replacement Feb. 11 during a "topping off' ceremony.” I believe this facility is now known as
the Multi-Payload Processing Facility (MPPF), M7-1104, in the KSC Industrial Area, where
Orion will be serviced for flight. A current photo of the facility is on the next page.
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On page 2, “Continual Improvement at KSC”, by Robert Crippen, Center Director.
Part of the article reads “As I look back on my first full year as center director, nothing
gives me greater pride than the progress KSC has made in the area of continual
improvement. It is an area of opportunity for all of us, NASA and contractors alike, to
better serve the American people while making the most of the resources available to
perform our launch, payload and related missions. I am especially proud of the
substantial, measurable improvements that have been accomplished by the talented
and dedicated men and women of KSC. We continue to move forward.
A good example of team accomplishment is the KSC Energy Conservation/ Reduction
Working Group… Most organizations at KSC have established Q+ teams which meet
regularly to address continual improvement opportunities. Training is being provided to
60 new Q+ team members. The Search for Opportunities (SFOs), processed through
our Q+ teams, continues to point to new areas for review and improvement efforts…”.
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Also on page 2, “Astronauts promote debris prevention”.

“ASTRONAUT EILEEN COLLINS met with employees in the USBI Assembly & Refurbishment
Facility (ARF) Jan. 25 after the opening ceremony for KSC's second annual FOD (foreign object
debris) Awareness Week Jan. 25-29. "Astronauts made numerous visits on center throughout
the week to promote the clean-as-you-go attitude," said FOD Manager Glenn Thompson. On
Jan. 28 more than 300 people attended the closing ceremony to honor employees for helping
KSC prevent FOD. Cindy Oates of Lockheed created the week's winning slogan, "FOD
Prevention - There's a lot riding on it!" Frederick D. Gregory, NASA associate administrator for
the Office of Safety and Mission Quality, was the keynote speaker.”

On page 3, “NASA engineers share experiences with students”. A portion of the
article states “Students and teachers learned about engineering from Kennedy Space
Center employees during a spate of events both on-and off-center this month. NASA
and contractor organizations throughout KSC sponsored and participated in these
events in observance of National Engineers Week Feb. 14-20 and the second annual
NASA Engineering Day Feb. 8…”.

“Shuttle Management and Operations Director Jay Honeycutt, right, received a small token of
appreciation from Rockwell Human Resources and Facilities Director James Schisler for
meeting with local teachers on a holiday, Feb. 15. Honeycutt's talk on engineering activities at
KSC kicked off a daylong enrichment program for local educators.”
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“KSC Launch Director Bob Sieck and Shuttle Management and Operations Directorate
Environmental Coordinator Kathleen Harer were judges for the NASA Engineering Day poster
contest; winning entries best depicted the theme of "engineering energy.“

“KSC Director Bob Crippen chatted with students during a photo-signing session after the NASA
Engineering Day luncheon in the Operations and Checkout Building.”

From The March 12, 1993, Spaceport News
On pages 1 and 4, “KSC cultural barrier survey results revealed”, by Bruce
Buckingham. Part of the article states “The conclusions of an extensive survey
intended to identify perceived cultural barriers at Kennedy Space Center were
distributed to all KSC civil service employees last week. The questionnaire, a product of
the Cultural Barrier Identification Team (CBIT), was issued to each NASA employee at
the space center last summer. Seventy percent of the KSC civil service work force,
about 1,890 employees, responded…
The team was established by the ongoing KSC Multi-Cultural Education Program which
assigned the CBIT the task of identifying barriers to work force effectiveness… Though
improvements are needed in some areas, the team found the overall KSC work
environment open, sensitive and mutually respectful of all individuals regardless of race,
ethnicity, age or gender…”.
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On pages 3 and 4, “Prestigious award presented for work on Endeavour”, by Lisa
Malone. In part, the article reads “Endeavour's Space Shuttle Flow Director Tip Talone
and Lockheed Flow Manager Eric Clanton were selected as this year's recipients of the
National Space Club's prestigious Eagle Manned Mission Success Award. "Both are
being honored for their leadership and contagious dedication to the preparation of
Endeavour's maiden voyage, mission STS-49… "I consider this award as a tribute to
the many people who prepared the orbiter for flight, and Eric and I accept this as a team
award," Talone said…
The award was established in 1984 through a gift to the National Space Club Scientific
and Educational Foundation by the International Technology Underwriters in honor of
the heroism and achievements of the STS-51A astronauts in recovering two failed
satellites, Palapa B-2 and Westar VI. Presented annually, this award recognizes an
individual or group of specifically named individuals who by direct involvement in
mission development have made a significant contribution to the U.S. Manned Space
Flight mission success during the previous year.
For the third time, KSC employees have received this award. In 1989, Chris Fairey,
NASA Shuttle Management and Operations, received the award for his
accomplishments on STS-26 launch count procedures and software. In 1991, six KSC
launch team members received the Eagle award for their quick and successful actions
in the final minutes of the STS-31 and STS-41 countdowns. Eagle winners in 1991 were
Lockheed employees Susan Hunt, Janine Pape, John Sterritt, George Thomas and
Frank Travassos and John Simon of NASA.”

“KSC EMPLOYEES Tip Talone, left, of NASA and Eric Clanton of Lockheed recently received
the National Space Club's Eagle Manned Mission Success Award.”
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Also on pages 3 and 4, “Gemini astronauts honored”. A portion of the article reads
“On March 19, a two-day celebration will begin to induct 13 Gemini astronauts into the
U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame, Titusville. They will join the original seven Mercury
astronauts who were inducted in 1990 when the 40,000-square-foot facility opened...
On March 20, a parade of the astronauts waving while riding vintage Corvettes,
courtesy of the Cape Canaveral Corvette Club,.. will take place in Cocoa Beach…
In a formal ceremony on March 20, Christopher Kraft, former Mercury and Gemini flight
director and former director of the Johnson Space Center, will officiate at the induction
of Gemini astronauts John Young, James McDivitt, Edward White II, Charles Conrad,
Frank Borman, James Lovell, Thomas Stafford, Neil Armstrong, David Scott, Eugene
Cernan, Michael Collins, Richard Gordon and Buzz Aldrin…”.

From The March 26, 1993, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Columbia launch aborted at T-3 seconds”. In part, the article reads
“KSC's skilled team safed the Shuttle Columbia immediately when the March 22 launch
attempt resulted in a main engine cutoff three seconds before the scheduled liftoff.
There have been only two other engine shutdowns in the history of the Shuttle program,
once in 1984 on mission 41-D and in 1985 on mission 51-F…
At a news conference following the launch attempt, Launch Director Bob Sieck said,
"We're all obviously disappointed that Columbia didn't fly." He praised launch team
members saying they performed their job to safe the system in an excellent fashion.
Post-abort requirements mandate that the engines must be treated as though they have
been flown after they have been started… Officials said they expected to know the
exact cause of the shutdown and schedule impacts within a week.”

“LAUNCH OF SPACE SHUTTLE mission STS-55 comes to an abrupt halt when the three main
engines on the orbiter Columbia shut down at T-3 seconds.”
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On page 6, “Crew practices for STS-56 mission”.

“CREW members for STS-56 stand In front of Space Shuttle Discovery at Pad 39B. They posed
for this photo after Discovery was rolled to the pad on March 15, the same day they arrived at
KSC to practice for their upcoming launch. From left are pilot Stephen Oswald; mission
specialists Ellen Ochoa and Ken Cockrell; commander Ken Cameron and mission specialist
Michael Foale.”

From The April 9, 1993, Spaceport News
On pages 1 and 8, “Discovery launch reset after first attempt this week”, by Bruce
Buckingham. Part of the article reads “After taking the pole position away from sister
ship Columbia, Discovery at Pad 39B was scheduled for its second launch attempt on
Thursday, April 8, at 1:29 a.m. Discovery was prepared to race into space Tuesday,
April 6, at 2:32 a.m. when an instrumentation problem in the Space Shuttle's main
propulsion system caused a launch abort at T minus 11 seconds. The launch abort was
traced to instrumentation on the main propulsion system's liquid hydrogen high point
bleed valve that indicated the valve had not completely closed. Troubleshooting later
showed the valve was in the proper configuration for launch…
Discovery's mission is scheduled to last eight days, during which time the Atmospheric
Laboratory for Applications and Science (ATLAS-2) payload will track variations in solar
activity and in the Earth's atmospheric composition…
Nearby on Pad 39A, Columbia remains on the ground as workers continue efforts to
prepare the spaceship for its next launch attempt later this month… All three of
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Columbia's engines have been replaced with engines originally destined for Shuttle
Endeavour, which is currently waiting in the wings in the Vehicle Assembly Building
(VAB)…”.

In the above, the black and white mission patch is in the Spaceport News article and the
color version is from Wikipedia.
Explaining the patch, Wikipedia states “The STS-56 patch is a pictorial representation of
the STS56/ATLAS-2 mission as seen from the crew's viewpoint. The payload bay is
depicted with the ATLAS-2 pallet, Shuttle Solar Backscatter Ultra Violet (SSBUV)
experiment, and Spartan -- the two primary scientific payloads on the flight. With
ATLAS-2 serving as part of the Mission to Planet Earth project, the crew has depicted
the planet prominently in the artwork. Two primary areas of study are the atmosphere
and the sun. To highlight this, Earth's atmosphere is depicted as a stylized visible
spectrum and the sunrise is represented with an enlarged two-colored corona.
Surnames of the commander and pilot are inscribed in the Earth field, with the
surnames of the mission specialists appearing in the space background.”

From the April 23, 1993, Spaceport News
On pages 1 and 6, “ATLAS-2 flight ends, Spacelab mission to begin”, by Bruce
Buckingham. In part, the article states “After more than a month of waiting and
additional work, Shuttle Columbia will be given a second chance to carry mission STS55 into orbit. Launch is set for April 24 at 10:52 a.m.
Columbia's first launch attempt on March 22 was abruptly halted at T minus 3 seconds
when the three main engines were shut down at the pad because of a faulty check
valve on engine number 3. All three engines were eventually replaced following a
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thorough examination and search for the reason of the valve failure. Debris in the check
valve proved to be the cause of the redundant set launch sequencer abort.
As a result of the delay of Columbia's flight, mission managers decided to launch
Discovery on mission STS-56 ahead of Columbia. Discovery, which was launched from
Pad 39B on April 8, landed at KSC last Saturday, April 17, after spending more than
nine days in orbit. The crew conducted experiments on the Earth's atmosphere and
gathered data on the phenomena of ozone depletion…”.

“THE BRIGHT GLARE created by Space Shuttle Discovery’s solid rocket boosters during the
1:29 a.m. liftoff on April 8 creates a dramatic effect as tropical foliage is backlighted against the
night sky. Mission STS-56 carried a crew of five and the Atmospheric Laboratory for
Applications and Science 2.”

“SPACE SHUTTLE DISCOVERY approaches KSC's Shuttle Landing Facility. Main gear
touchdown on Runway 33 occurred at 7:37:19 a.m. April 17. This marked the conclusion of
mission STS-56 which lasted nine days, six hours and eight minutes.”
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On page 2, “Shuttle crew thanks employees, team rewarded for improvements”.

Part of the article states “STS-54 crew members returned to KSC March 5 to thank
employees for contributing to their successful mission which was highlighted by
deployment of the fifth Tracking and Data Relay Satellite.
They started the day by making a presentation to some 280 employees in the Training
Auditorium. The crew then split up and visited 10 work sites and 343 employees. In the
afternoon, the crew met with a total of 160 employees when they toured the USBI
Parachute Refurbishment Facility, the Vehicle Assembly Building and Orbiter
Processing Facility Bay 1…”.
Launch Director Bob Sieck gave an MFA Team Award to the 11- member Orbiter
Structural Adhesive Bonding Analysis Team consisting of NASA, Lockheed and
Rockwell employees. The team's recommendations for processing enhancements
increased the success rate of adhesive tile bonding from an average of 61 to 91
percent.”

“STS-54 ASTRONAUT Greg Harbaugh autographs crew photos for KSC employees in the
Training Auditorium March 5.”
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From The May 7, 1993, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Mission STS-55 ends, Endeavour is next to launch”. The article reads
“Columbia's seven-member crew got an extra day in space after conserving enough
energy early in the STS-55 flight to enable continued science gathering operations. The
orbiter's 14th voyage into space began from Pad 39A at 10:50 a.m. on April 26 and was
to conclude with a landing May 6, five miles from the launch site.
This flight marked the second time in the history of the Shuttle program that on-orbit
payload activities for the German D-2 Spacelab were directed from Oberfaffenhofen, a
small Bavarian town near Munich. The flight crew conducted some 90 experiments in
the microgravity environment of space. Meanwhile, KSC's launch team and flight crew
members for Endeavour's upcoming STS-57 mission will participate in the Terminal
Countdown Demonstration Test set for May 13-14. Officials will set the STS-57 date at
the Flight Readiness Review scheduled May 21.”

“COLUMBIA PASSES the fixed service structure after lifting off Pad 39A at 10:50 a.m. April 26
on mission STS-55.”

Also on page 1 and 6, “Shaw to assume JSC Shuttle post, Shriver reassigned to
Kennedy”, by Bruce Buckingham. In part, the article reads “NASA recently
announced that Deputy Director for Space Shuttle Operations Brewster Shaw will take
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over as Director of Space Shuttle Operations, and be based at the Johnson Space
Center (JSC)… Shaw will move from KSC to JSC in time to assume his new duties
before the flight of Endeavour on mission STS-57, scheduled for launch in early June…
Shaw is a former NASA astronaut, having flown three times aboard the Shuttle. His first
flight was as pilot on STS-9, launched from KSC on Nov. 28, 1983. He also flew as
commander on Shuttle missions STS-61B and STS-28. In all, he has logged more than
534 hours in space…
Assisting Shaw with his additional duties will be astronaut Loren Shriver currently the
deputy chief of the Astronaut Office at JSC. Shriver is being reassigned to the NASA
Headquarters Space Shuttle Program Office at KSC to assist in the management of this
program.”

“MISSION MANAGEMENT TEAM members wait for main engine cutoff after Columbia's launch
April 26. From left, Alex McCool, Warren Wiley, Brewster Shaw and Loren Shriver.”

From The May 21, 1993, Spaceport News
On pages 1 and 8, “Endeavour is prepared for first SPACEHAB flight”, by Bruce
Buckingham. A portion of the article reads “Kennedy Space Center workers are
continuing with efforts to prepare the Space Shuttle Endeavour for mission STS-57, its
fourth launch in just over a year. Mission managers for STS57 were scheduled to meet
May 21 at KSC to set a firm launch date in June. Endeavour will carry into space the
SPACEHAB module, a pressurized compartment situated in the payload bay of the
orbiter. SPACEHAB will roughly double the size of the six astronauts' working space,
supplying them with an additional 1,100 cubic feet…
Preparations for this mission began when Endeavour was rolled into the Orbiter
Processing Facility (OPF) on Jan.19 following its previous mission, STS-54… On April
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28, the Shuttle was rolled to Pad 39B and final preparations began for flight. Meanwhile,
Shuttle Discovery is undergoing preparations for flight in the OPF. Launch of this vehicle
is targeted for mid-July on mission STS-51. Shuttle Columbia is also in the OPF as work
continues to deservice it after NASA's most recent mission, STS-55. Columbia was
ferried back to KSC on May 14, after landing at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., on May
6.”

“STS-57 CREW MEMBERS watched Columbia retum to KSC atop the Shuttle Carrier Aircraft
on May 14. The crew had just completed its dress rehearsal for the upcoming mission.”

In the below, the Spaceport News issue mission patch version is on the left and the
version from Wikipedia is on the right.

From Wikipedia, “…the Official insignia of the NASA STS-57 mission, depicts the Space
Shuttle Endeavour maneuvering to retrieve the European Retrievable Carrier
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(EURECA) microgravity experiment satellite. Spacehab -- the first commercial space
laboratory -- is depicted in the cargo bay (payload bay (PLB), and its characteristic
shape is represented by the inner red border of the patch. The three gold plumes
surrounded the five stars trailing EURECA are suggestive of the United States (U.S.)
astronaut logo. The five gold stars together with the shape of the orbiter's mechanical
arm form the mission's numerical designation. The six stars on the American flag
represent the U.S. astronauts who comprise the crew. With detailed input from the
crewmembers, the final artwork was accomplished by artist Tim Hall. The names of the
STS-57 flight crewmembers are located along the border of the patch.”
On page 2, “NASA hosts special events to honor space center employees”. Part
of the article states “Kennedy Space Center honored 53 of its civil service and
contractor employees at a special Honoree Event held April 4-8 at the space center.
The KSC employees were among some 260 NASA and industry employees from
around the country who were honored by top NASA and industry leaders for their
significant contributions to the nation's space program.
The KSC employees attended a special reception in their honor and were joined by
astronauts and senior NASA and industry officials of the Space Shuttle team. They were
given a VIP tour of Kennedy Space Center, watched a special viewing of the IMAX
movie "The Dream Is Alive" and participated in various briefings. They also watched the
STS-56 launch of the Space Shuttle Discovery on April 8 from a special VIP viewing
site…
The honorees were given a two-day tour of Johnson Space Center (JSC), Houston,
Texas, April 15-16. They saw Mission Control in action, the Weightless Environment
Training Facility, NASA aircraft at Ellington Field and Space Station and Space Shuttle
mock-ups. Astronauts Susan Helms and Marsha Ivins briefed the honorees on the
Shuttle mock-up…”.

On the left, “KSC DIRECTOR Bob Crippen, right, visits with McDonnell Douglas
honoree Tom Cissell and wife, Ann.” On the right, “SHAKING HANDS with Flossie
Simmons is astronaut Eileen Collins. Simmons is the wife of STS-56 honoree Bobby
Simmons (right) of Wiltech Corp.”
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On pages 4 and 5.

On the left, “Taking a break from tasting chili for the annual cook-off are KSC Director Bob
Crippen, right, and Lockheed's KSC Launch Site Deputy Director Mike McCulley.”. On the right,
“STS-56 mission specialist Ellen Ochoa signs a photo of the crew for a young admirer.”

On the left, “Michael Foale, STS-56 mission specialist, poses for this photo with a young fan.”.
On the right, “Bob Lang (left), director of Shuttle Engineering, dumps a bag of ice into the
dunking tank as Mike McCulley, Lockheed's KSC Launch Site deputy director, tests the water
temperature.”
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On page 6, “Exchanging information”.

“SEVERAL EMPLOYEES MET with KSC Director Robert Crippen April 28 to participate in the
Center Director's Recognition and Information Exchange Program, also called the CD Round
Table. Standing, from left, Rita G. Willcoxon, Zenaida Serbia, David E. Taylor, Rupert U. Lee,
Kenneth M. Nowak and Crippen. Sitting, from left, Deputy Director Gene Thomas, Philip E.
Phillips and Christy K. Vanasse.”

From The June 4, 1993, Spaceport News
On pages 1 and 6, “Pump replaced on Endeavour”. In part, the article reads “After
enjoying the Memorial Day holiday, KSC workers were busy this week replacing the
450-pound high pressure oxidizer turbopump on Endeavour's number 2 main engine.
On May 27, NASA managers decided to replace the pump because of a misplaced
etchmark on an internal spring. Launch of Endeavour on mission STS-57 was
postponed from June 3 to late in the third week of June…
Turbopumps designated for use on the upcoming flights of Discovery on STS-51 and
Columbia on STS-58 will be examined during pre-launch processing… Routine
processing continues on Discovery in the Orbiter Processing Facility… Its next major
move will be to the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) later this month. To allow time for
inspection of turbopump springs, the three main engines are scheduled to be installed
while the vehicle is inside the VAB. Discovery is being prepared for mission STS-51 set
for launch this summer. It will carry the Advanced Communications Technology
Satellite.”
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On page 1, “STS-57 Crew”.

“STS-57 FLlGHT CREW members stand outside Space Shuttle Endeavour's hatch during their
recent dress rehearsal for launch. From left, mission commander Ronald J. Grabe;. pilot Brian
Duffy, mission specialist Nancy Jane Sherlock (sitting), payload commander G. David Low and
mission specialists Janice E. Voss and Peter, J. K. ‘Jeff' Wlsoff. During the eight-day mission,
the astronauts will retrieve the European reusuab1e experiment platform called EURECA and
fly the first commercial spacelab facility known as SPACEHAB.”

From The June 18, 1993, Spaceport News
On page 1, “First commercial laboratory to fly”. The caption for the photo on the
following page is “STS-57 mission specialists G. David Low. left, and Janlce Voss
prepare to enter the Spacehab module which will fly for the first time on Endeavour. It
was undergoing preflight processing in the Operations and Checkout Building prior to
being installed In the orbiter. Low and Voss participated in the crew equipment interface
test as part of the prelaunch activities. Endeavour is scheduled for launch Sunday, June
20. STS-57 will also feature the retrieval of the EURECA spacecraft that has been in
orbit since August 1992. The eight-day mission Is scheduled to end with a landing at
KSC on June 28.”
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Also from page 1, “Mercury Program astronaut is remembered”. In part, the article
states “Donald K. “Deke” Slayton, one of the original astronauts selected by NASA in
1959 for the Mercury Program, died on June 13, 1993, of complications of a brain
tumor. A former Air Force test pilot, Slayton flew as the Apollo docking module pilot for
the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project in 1975… His first assignment – to pilot the Mercury-Atlas
7 mission – was rescinded due to a diagnosed heart condition. The mission was
subsequently flown by M. Scott Carpenter in May 1962. He was restored to full flight
status and certified eligible for space flight in March 1972… Slayton retired from NASA
in February of 1982…
"Deke will be remembered by all who knew him for the significant contributions he made
to the NASA program," said KSC Director Robert Crippen. "He combined courage and
daring with engineering competence, strong leadership skills and great regard for the
safety of the people he worked with. He was the one who hired me into the program and
helped guide my career. He was a great leader and a personal friend."

On page 4, “Shriver steps into Shuttle management role”. A portion of the article
reads “The following is an interview with Loren J. Shriver, NASA's Technical Assistant to
the director of Space Shuttle Operations. Shriver is now detailed to KSC, but is a NASA
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Headquarters employee based at the Johnson Space Center (JSC)… He was selected
as an astronaut in 1978 and has flown three missions aboard the Space Shuttle. Prior to
assuming his current position, Shriver was deputy chief of the astronaut office at JSC…
To what do you attribute the success of your career? I was raised in a family
environment where we were given a tremendous amount of support to pursue whatever
we wanted to do… I was raised on a farm in Iowa and ... there were good healthy doses
of common sense involved in my early life. I have to say my family is responsible for
steering me in the direction that I've taken.
What has been the single biggest highlight of your career? That would have to be
the day I was selected for the astronaut corps… I believed my chances of being
selected as an astronaut were pretty slim… Being chosen as an astronaut and all of my
experiences in space have been terrific, but, if l have to nail it down to one highlight, it
would be the day I was selected as an astronaut.
What advice do you give to up-and-coming engineers and aerospace workers? I
believe the key to success is giving 110 percent and doing the best you can. I think if
you approach your job with a positive attitude, are curious about the things going on
around you and show a lot of initiative toward learning and helping others, then it will be
noticed by higher-ups…”.

“LOREN J. SHRIVER is NASA's Technical Assistant to the director of Space Shuttle.”

On page 7, “Former astronaut signs novel”. The caption for the photo on the
following page is “ASTRONAUT-TURNED-WRITER Mike Mullane, far left, signs a copy
of his newly published first novel, "Red Sky: A Novel of Love, Space and War," on June
2 in the Operations Support Building lobby as several KSC employees wait to get his
autograph. In the novel, Mullane's fictitious Shuttle astronaut Mark O'Malley is assigned
to the secret military Red Sky mission. Mullane flew on three Shuttle missions: STS41D, STS-27 and STS-36. The last two missions were dedicated to the Department of
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Defense. Copies of the book will be available in all three NASA Exchange Stores for
$21.95.
From Wikipedia, “…With the completion of his third flight, Mullane logged a total of 356
hours in space. He retired from NASA and the Air Force in 1990… In 2006, Mullane
published an autobiography, Riding Rockets: The Outrageous Tales of a Space Shuttle
Astronaut, that details his life before and during the space program…”.

From the July 2, 1993, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Liftoff of mission STS-57”.

“A WIDE-ANGLE LENS was positioned on the 207-foot level of the Rotating Service Structure
to capture this view of Endeavour lifting off Pad 39B at 9:07 a.m. June 21 on mission STS-57.
Also visible are the orbiter access arm (lower left) and the mobile launcher platform (below) with
its two tail service masts and water pouring from the fire extinguisher system into the main
engine exhaust opening. The Space Shuttle was scheduled to land at Kennedy Space Center
earIier this week with the Spacehab module and the EURECA spacecraft on board.”

On page 6, “Children learn about space at summer camp”. Part of the article reads
“Preschoolers are learning about the space program during a special summer session
at KSC's day-care facility. Thirty-six 5-year-olds enrolled in "Pookie" Summer Camp are
being treated to field trips to Space Camp and Spaceport USA Summer camp, which
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runs through August 20, is only one of the special sessions Tutor Time offers to children
of KSC employees…”.

“CHILDREN AT KSC's Tutor Time child-care facility pose for this photo in their "Pookie"
Camp T-shirts.”

From The July 16, 1993, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Shuttle Discovery set to lift off on mission STS-51”. In part, the article
reads “Destined for an appointment in space, the Shuttle Discovery was scheduled to
soar off Launch Pad 39B at 9:22 a.m. July 17 on mission STS-51. Discovery's 17th
mission features several highlights, including the deployment of NASA's Advanced
Communications Technology Satellite…
Astronauts Jim Newman and Carl Walz will perform a six hour space walk on the fifth
flight day of the mission. The space-walking pair will work with several tools that may be
used during the servicing of the Hubble Space Telescope mission later this year and
perform tasks that investigate a space walker's mobility in general…
Mission commander is Frank Culbertson and the pilot is Bill Readdy. A nominal nineday mission is planned with a landing at Kennedy Space Center at about 7:21 a.m. on
Monday, July 26. If onboard consumables permit, flight controllers may extend the
mission by one day.”
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“THE STS-51 FLIGHT CREW gathered in front of the Space Shuttle at Launch Pad 39B during
the final phase of the Terminal Countdown Demonstration Test.” From left to right, are Bill
Readdy, Jim Newman, Dan Bursch, Frank Culbertson and Carl Walz.

On page 5.

“ORBITER ENDEAVOUR GLIDES onto Runway 33 of the Shuttle Landing Facility, marking the
16th end-of-mission landing at Kennedy Space Center. Touchdown for mission STS-57
occurred at 8:52 a.m. July 1.”
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From The July 30, 1993, Spaceport News
From page 1, “Discovery's launch date set Aug. 4”. A portion of the article reads
“NASA managers this week set Wednesday, Aug. 4, as the new launch date for
Discovery on Shuttle mission STS-51…
The initial launch attempt on July 17 was postponed at the T-20 minute mark when
Pyrotechnic Initiator Controller (PIC) capacitors charged at about T-2 hours… Normally,
the PIC capacitors remain discharged until T-18 seconds. The problem was traced to a
thermally unstable transistor on a circuit card on the mobile launcher platform. The card
was replaced and a second attempt was planned for one week later on July 27.
During the second launch attempt on July 27, the clock reached the T-19 second mark
when the onboard computers stopped the launch attempt again. This time the problem
was traced to the auxiliary power unit (APU) on the righthand SRB. Work to replace the
APU was expected to be complete by July 30. Preparations to pick up the countdown
on Aug. 1 were also on schedule at press time…”.

“STS-51 COMMANDER Frank L. Culbertson Jr. gets help with his launch and entry suit from
Larry Kasallis of Boeing in the Operations and Checkout Building.”

The STS-51 crew patch is included in the Spaceport News article; see the next page. The story
behind the patch, from Wikipedia, states “…Designed by the crewmembers, the STS-51 crew
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patch honors all who have contributed to mission success. It symbolizes NASA's continuing
quest to increase mankind's knowledge and use of space through this multi-faceted mission.
The gold star represents the U.S. Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS)
boosted by the Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS). The rays below the ACT\TOS represent the
innovative communication technologies to be tested by this experiment. The stylized Shuttle
Pallet Satellite (SPAS) represents the German-sponsored ASTRO\SPAS mission. The
constellation Orion below SPAS is representative of the types of stellar objects to be studied by
its experimenters. The stars in Orion also commemorate the astronauts who have sacrificed
their lives for the space program. The ascending spiral, symbolizing America's continuing
commitment to leadership in space exploration and development, originates with the thousands
of persons who ensure the success of each Shuttle flight. The five large white stars,
representing the five crewmembers, along with the single gold star, form the mission's numerical
designation.”

Also on page 1, “STS-58 module passes many milestones”, by George Diller. In
part, the article reads “The primary payload for mission STS-58, the Spacelab Life
Sciences 2 (SLS-2) laboratory module, passed several processing milestones this
month, including its installation in orbiter Columbia on July 15. The SLS-2 mission, like
its predecessor, SLS-1, is dedicated to life sciences research related to the future
health, safety and productivity of humans in space…
Columbia is scheduled to move to the Vehicle Assembly Building Aug. 15 and roll to the
launch pad about a week later… The STS-58 mission is targeted for launch in
September.”
The STS-58 mission patch is included in the Spaceport News article; see the next page.
From Wikipedia, “…The STS-58 crew insignia depicts the Space Shuttle Columbia with
a Spacelab module in its payload bay in orbit around Earth. The Spacelab and the
lettering "Spacelab Life Sciences II" highlight its primary mission. An Extended Duration
Orbiter (EDO) support pallet is shown in the aft payload bay, stressing the length of the
mission. The hexagonal shape of the patch depicts the carbon ring. Encircling the inner
border of the patch is the double helix of DNA. Its yellow background represents the
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sun. Both medical and veterinary caducei are shown to represent the STS-58 life
sciences experiments. The position of the spacecraft in orbit about Earth with the United
States in the background symbolizes the ongoing support of the American people for
scientific research.”

“THE SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES 2 laboratory module was installed in Colombia in the Orbiter
Processing Facility Bay 2 on July 15.”
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On page 2, “Educators create space quilt”.

“A HANDMADE QUILT is presented to Center Director Robert Crippen by NASA Education
Specialist Jane Hodges on behalf of the 23 teachers who recently completed an intensive twoweek program here called NASA's Educational Workshop for Elementary School Teachers.
Despite 12-hour days, these elementary school teachers found the time to prepare this unique
thank-you gift. It will circulate among the directorates for a year, then find a permanent home in
the Center for Space Education, now under construction at Spaceport USA.”

From The August 13, 1993, Spaceport News
On page7, “Traveling tank”. The caption for the photo on the following page is “THE
EXTERNAL TANK for STS-61 approaches Saturn Causeway on its way to the Vehicle
Assembly Building where it will be processed and stored until mated with the other
Space Shuttle flight elements. The tank arrived at KSC by barge from its manufacturing
site in Louisiana on July 28 and was off-loaded at the Complex 39 turn basin. The
external tank contains and delivers propellants to the main engines and serves as the
structural backbone of the Shuttle by absorbing the thrust loads during launch. The
entire external tank is approximately 154 feet long (47 meters) and 28 feet (8.5 meters)
in diameter.”
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Notice the bicentennial emblem on the VAB, in the upper right of the above photo and
also in the below photo. Getting the U.S. flag on the VAB, in place of the bicentennial
emblem, is still a few years away.
On page 4, “Creativity flies to new heights”.

“22-foot-long Space Shuttle on the water tower near the Vehicle Assembly Building with
assistance from EG&G high crew member Jeff Cheatham. "The painting is the result of an
employee suggestion to increase morale in the Launch Complex 39 area," said Larry Sloan,
NASA Roads, Grounds and Heavy Equipment Branch. Other EG&G personnel responsible for
rigging the high work were Bobby Crocker, Sal Bonventre and Lynne Payne.”
The subject water tower no longer exists. It was located just west of the VAB. On the next
page are a couple of photos, circa 2013, I captured from one of the VAB roof cameras at the
time, camera 078, one showing partial demolition of the water tower, and another with the water
tower no longer there. The water tower foot pads are visible in the latter photo. The water
tower was replaced with the ground tanks shown in the photos. The PCC is in the upper left of
the photos.
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From The August 27, 1993, Spaceport News
From page 1, “Discovery's flight rescheduled, Columbia's STS-58 mission next”,
by Bruce Buckingmam. Part of the article states “Launch of mission STS-51 has been
rescheduled for Sept. 10 at 7:38 a.m. after its most recent launch attempt was halted at
the T-minus-three second mark on Aug. 12. Discovery's most recent launch
postponement, the third due to a technical problem, was eventually traced to a faulty
sensor that monitors cryogenic fuel flow on main engine number 2. Since all three of
Discovery's engines were fired for about three seconds before the redundant set launch
sequencer shut them down, the decision was made to replace them with three other
engines originally intended for the Shuttle Endeavour…
Meanwhile, waiting in line is Shuttle Columbia and mission STS-58. Columbia was
mated to its external tank in the Vehicle Assembly Building on Aug. 12. Rollout to Pad
39B will occur about five days after the launch of Discovery.”
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“DISCOVERY'S three main engines were replaced after a sensor in main engine number 2 led
to the shutdown of all three engines three seconds before liftoff of mission STS-51 on Aug. 12.
Rocketdyne workers Ron Jones, left, and Jim Tibble help remove the first engine using the
engine vertical installer.”

On page 6, “Hubble Space Telescope servicing hardware arrives”, by George
Diller. In part, the article reads “Flight hardware for the first Hubble Space Telescope
servicing mission began arriving this month. The flight support hardware arrived Aug.
11. The latest shipment on Aug. 19 was the beginning of the arrival of the flight
instruments, the first of which was the Wide Field/Planetary Camera II (WFPC II)…
After being off-loaded from the barge, the equipment was taken to the Payload
Hazardous Servicing Facility (PHSF) located in KSC's Industrial Area for launch
preparations. One of the significant processing milestones will take place in midSeptember when the Hubble instruments are mated with their carriers… Mission STS61 is a planned 11-day flight with seven crew members featuring five space walks and
is entirely dedicated to the servicing of the Hubble Space Telescope.”

“ARRIVING BY THE EXTERNAL TANK BARGE on Aug. 11 is the Hubble Space Telescope
Space Support Equipment which will fly aboard Endeavour and contain the flight instruments to
be installed on the telescope by the astronauts.”
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From The September 24, 1993, Spaceport News
On pages 1 and 8, “Discovery lifts off on mission STS-51.

“BREAKING FREE from its earthly moorings, spaceship Discovery embarks on its 17th voyage.
Liftoff from Launch Pad 39B occurred on time at 7:45 a.m. Sept. 12... The flight was scheduled
to end with a landing earlier this week. During mission STS-51, the five-man crew deployed the
Advanced Communications Technology Satellite and the Orbiting and Retrievable Far and
Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrograph-Shuttle Pallet Satellite (ORFEUS-SPAS). The crew later
retrieved ORFEUS-SPAS so astronomers could analyze the data collected. The next Shuttle to
fly, Columbia, arrived at the pad Sept. 17 for mission STS-58, targeted to launch next month.”

On page 2, “Watching Shuttle launch fulfills teen-ager's wish”.

“ASTRONAUT Bill McArthur explains to Brian Brainard of Olney, Illinois., how the Space Shuttle
Discovery will make a turn just after liftoff from Pad 39B. McArthur escorted the 14-year-old
during the launch of mission STS-51 on Sept. 12. The visit was arranged through the Make-AWish Foundation of America by KSC Public Affairs. Brainard, McArthur and three other STS-58
crew members watched the launch of Discovery as it climbed into the sky and turned, heading
to orbit around the Earth. The Make-A-Wish Foundation grants wishes to children with terminal
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illnesses or life-threatening medical conditions that create the probability that they will not
survive beyond their 18th year. Brainard's wish was to meet an astronaut and see a Shuttle
launch.”
On page 6, “Testing Shuttle landing gear”.

“CHECKING the Convair (CV) 990 aircraft and its test Space Shuttle landing gear retraction
system are John Huffman, left, and Steve Robinson of NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility,
Edwards, Calif. The CV-990, operated by the Dryden team, arrived at KSC in mid-September.
Over the next several weeks, crews will be conducting a series of test flights at the Shuttle
Landing Facility to gain additional data on orbiter tire wear. NASA pilot Gordon Fullerton will fly
the aircraft while it is at KSC. At least 22 flights of the CV-990 are scheduled.”
I believe this aircraft is now retired and located at the Goleta Air & Space Museum, in Mojave,
California. The following photo and caption are from the Museum website.

“Convair 990 N810NA NASA Landing Systems Research Aircraft displayed adjacent to the main
entrance to the Mojave Airport on November 16, 2014.”
The following is from the Museum web site: “…Convair 990 N810NA…was used at the NASA
Ames Research Center until 1983 when it was withdrawn from use. It was stored at Marana,
Arizona until it was refurbished in 1989 for use at the Dryden FRC. After serving as the Landing
Systems Research Aircraft in 1993 and 1994, it was retired to the Mojave Airport.”
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NASA currently flies a DC-8, similar to the Convair 990, out of Dryden Flight Research Center,
as a flying laboratory. A November 2020 AirlineRatings.com article states “…Built-in 1969 as a
Douglas DC-8 Super 62, it was delivered to Italian airline Alitalia… NASA bought it in 1985 and
fitted new technology General Electric engines that improved fuel burn and range significantly. It
has 52,700 total flight hours on the clock — a fraction of its capability. In fact, the DC-8 is the
only aircraft that has unlimited structural life…”. The following photo is from the AirlineRatings
article.

From The October 8, 1993, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Discovery's night landing”.

“THE TOUCHDOWN of the orbiter Discovery on Runway 15 of the Shuttle Landing Facility
marks the first night landing at KSC for the Space Shuttle program. Main gear touchdown
occurred at 3:56:07 a.m., bringing to a close the highly successful STS-51 mission.”

Also on page 1, “Spacelab flight set for Oct. 14”. In part, the article reads “In the past
32 years, Americans have been rocketed into space 87 times. Each time the astronauts'
bodies adapted to the unique weightless environment of space and then readapted to
Earth's gravity, but still the mechanisms responsible for that adaptation remain a
mystery. Next week's 14-day Shuttle mission will offer scientists unprecedented
opportunities to learn more about this process. Liftoff of Columbia, a seven member
crew and the Spacelab Life Sciences-2 (SLS-2) payload on mission STS-58 is
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scheduled for Oct. 14 at the opening of a 2 1/2-hour window at 10:53 a.m. EDT. SLS-2
consists of 14 experiments focusing on the cardiovascular, regulatory, neurovestibular
and musculoskeletal systems of the body…”.

“THE STS-58 flight crew poses for a group portrait during the Terminal Countdown
Demonstration Test at Launch Pad 398. Kneeling are mission commander John Blaha (left),
Martin Fettman and David Wolf. Standing are pilot Richard Searfoss, William McArthur (left),
Shannon Lucid and Rhea Seddon.”

From The October 22, 1993, Spaceport News
On page 1, “STS-58 launch”.

“THE SPACE SHUTTLE COLUMBIA climbs a golden tower into a royal blue sky dusted with
clouds. The 58th Shuttle flight lifted off Launch Pad 39B at 10:53:10 a.m. Oct. 18, beginning the
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planned longest mission in Shuttle program history: two weeks. The Extended Duration Orbiter
STS-58 mission will allow the seven-member crew to delve extensively into a number of
experiments investigating the adaptation of the human body to space. Spacelab Life Sciences-2
is the second Spacelab mission dedicated solely to life sciences research.”

On pages 4, 5 and 8, “Managers see space center work from different
perspective”, by Susan Walsh. A portion of the article states “Although a little battlescarred, frustrated and weary, six top KSC officials using wheelchairs for a day
managed to maintain busy schedules and their sense of humor. More importantly, they
all gained a better appreciation of some of the everyday challenges which face people
with disabilities. "It was sensitivity training at its best," declared Lee Solid, vice president
and general manager of Rockwell International Corp., Space Systems Division…
The wheelchair exercise was organized by KSC's Disability Awareness and Action
Working Group (DAAWG), which set the ground rules for the six managers. They had to
agree to stay in the wheelchair throughout the working day while performing their
normal duties. They also had to remain visible, and use only accessible facilities such
as lift-equipped transportation and rest rooms designed to accommodate wheelchairs…
Center Director Robert Crippen's frustration on Oct. 5 was triggered by the "little things"
that he normally does for himself, but this day had to depend on others for assistance. "I
quite often walk around with a coffee cup. But, since I needed both hands to operate the
wheelchair, I had to depend on someone to bring me coffee," he explained. He had
volunteered to participate in the awareness exercise, and then invited four top
contractor officials to join him. Hugh Harris, KSC's director of Public Affairs and cochairman of DAA WG, also volunteered.
"The exercise certainly heightened my sensitivity to some of the barriers that people
with disabilities must face every day, at work and elsewhere," Crippen commented…”.

On the left, “CENTER DIRECTOR Robert Crippen discusses his busy schedule with secretary
Lynn Barnette. Crippen even wheeled from Headquarters to the Operations and Checkout
Building and back to attend a meeting.”. On the right, “LEE SOLID, vice president and general
manager of Rockwell International Corp., Space Systems Division, carries papers on his lap
when he needs both hands to wheel his chair into an elevator in the Operations and Checkout
Building.”
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From The November 5, 1993, Spaceport News
On the cover.

“The dramatic front cover photo is a still print pulled from an IMAX 65-mm large format camera.
The high resolution motion picture camera was mounted on the Orbiting and Retrievable Far
and Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer/Shuttle Pallet Satellite (ORFEUS/SPAS), deployed from
the orbiter Discovery during Mission STS-51 in September. As Discovery was steered through a
series of maneuvers, the IMAX camera recorded some spectacular imagery of an orbiter in
space. The achievement marked the first time a large-format motion picture camera filmed the
Shuttle in space from a vantage point external to and separate from the orbiter.”

On page 2, “STS-61 Endeavour liftoff targeted for early December”, by Bruce
Buckingham. Part of the article states “The Space Shuttle Endeavour was rolled out to
Launch Pad 39A on the morning of Oct. 28 in anticipation of an early morning launch
currently targeted for Dec. 1…
The STS-61 mission will be dedicated to the first servicing of the Hubble Space
Telescope including, among other objectives, replacing the Wide Field Planetary
Camera and installing the Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial Replacement.
Gyroscopes and a solar array also will be replace-a during the 10-day, 22-hour mission.
To accommodate these and other tasks, the seven-member crew will be making a
record five space walks…
Meanwhile, the Space Shuttle Columbia wrapped up a record long mission this week
with a successful landing last Monday, Nov. 1, at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif. The
seven Mission STS-58 crew members began their extended duration flight two weeks
earlier from KSC's Launch Pad 39B…”.
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From the November 19, 1993, Spaceport News
From pages 1 and 5, “Open House message from the center director”.
“On Nov. 6, more than 26,000 people visited our facilities and enjoyed up close the
spectacular sights that Kennedy Space Center offers. We can take great pride in saying
we work at the nation's only manned launch site, and I'm delighted we were able to
share our accomplishments with our families on this special day. My thanks to the many
workers who supported Open House '93. Your careful planning, enthusiasm and
commitment all combined to make the event an unqualified success. The KSC team is
the greatest and I'm proud to be a part of it.
Robert L. Crippen
KSC Director”

On the left, “OPEN HOUSE visitor Austin Scheen, 2 1/2 years old, enjoys playing firefighter at
the KSC Open House Nov. 6.” No caption for the photo on the right.

From the December 3, 1993, Spaceport News
On page1, “Endeavour liftoff lights up the sky”. In part, the article reads “The Space
Shuttle Endeavour lit up the night sky for hundreds of miles Dec. 2 as it lifted off from
Pad 39B to begin the long-awaited Mission STS-61. Endeavour appeared as a bright
star to onlookers for several minutes after the on time liftoff at 4:27 a.m…
STS-61 is considered to be one of the most challenging missions in the history of
manned spaceflight. Two teams of astronauts will complete the first servicing of the
Hubble Space Telescope in a record five spacewalks performed over an 11-day period.
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After the STS-61 mission wraps up with a landing at KSC, there will be a brief break for
the holidays before a busy launch schedule resumes in the new year. Preparations are
already well under way for the first Shuttle launch of 1994, Mission STS-60, currently
projected for Jan. 27…”.
On page 2, “Breakfield tackles challenges of Shuttle payload processing”. Part of
the article reads “The following is an interview with Tom Breakfield, KSC's director of
Payload Flight Operations. Breakfield is a graduate of David Lipscomb University,
Nashville, Tenn… He began his NASA/ KSC career in 1964 and has held several
technical and management positions during his 29 years at the space center…
What are the greatest daily challenges of your organization? Continuing to do the
job safely, effectively and at 100 percent of our capabilities, while also coping with
budgetary constraints which reduce the resources we now need…
To what do you attribute the success of your career? I believe my success is
partially due to a willingness to take on jobs that other people didn't want. I think I
received more credit and recognition for some of the less than glamorous assignments
or jobs that may not have seemed too important, but I viewed them as part of a learning
process. I have strong religious and work ethics where I believe a person should use
the talents given them, give their best to a task and learn all they can about what they
are doing…
What advice would you give to young engineers hoping to move up through the
ranks? I give the same advice that worked for me. Do your best with every job you take
on and never back down from an assignment or a new challenge…
If you could pinpoint one single highlight of your NASA career, what would it be?
I still get teary-eyed every time a Space Shuttle launches, but I think that the launch of
STS-1 stands out as the single biggest moment of my career. I was very much involved
in the design and development of the Shuttle's Launch Processing System…

TOM BREAKFIELD
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